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The early rulers of the Ptolemaic Dynasty continued the traditions of Egyptian architecture, blending them
with their own Greek practices, to create impressive buildings, monuments, and temples. He was also the
Babylonian king who captured Jerusalem. It was not the lonely site at the edge of the desert it is today but a
sizeable necropolis which had shops, factories, markets, temples, housing, public gardens, and numerous
monuments. They built splendid palaces, such as that of Khorsabad; monumental gates, such as the Ishtar
Gate; and great temples, such as that of Marduk, in Babylon. Temples had colossal dimensions and they were
decorated with enormous columns. In different places, civil servants were called different names; for example,
mandarins in China, and scribes in Mesopotamia and Egypt. Those fourteen chapters are each part of one of
five sections. Like many structures of the time, the primary building material was sun-dried brick made from
mud and bitchumen. They cremated their dead and put their ashes in urns. The Iberians and the Celts were the
most important peoples that inhabited the Iberian Peninsula in Antiquity. This was the treasure. The rest of the
Iberian society consisted of farmers, craftsmen, traders and slaves. A causeway, lubricated by water, smoothed
the uphill pull. They sailed up to the Andalucian coasts searching for metals. It was a physical symbol of the
Egyptian sun god Ra, and by no mistake, it was also used as a time keeping device. Ur Ziggurat We
mentioned how in the ancient Mesopotamian architecture, some of the stars in the sky were revered as mighty
powers and people saw them as a way to predict the future and their fortunes. This temple, like all Middle
Kingdom temples, was constructed with an outer courtyard, columned courts which led to halls and ritual
chambers, and an inner sanctum which housed a god's statue. The Egyptians believed in life after death and
wanted to keep the bodies for the new life. Both developments played a key role in Egyptian Architecture.
Luxor Temple, Egypt. Imhotep imagined the same on a grand scale. The last king of the 3rd Dynasty, Huni c.
Tigris and Euphrates surface from the same mountain in modern-day Turkey; then each takes a
thousand-mile-long journey across a vast plain land of dry soil with palm trees here and, there but empty of
any mountain, and finally reunite on where the Iran-Kuwait border lies today and shed into the Persian Gulf.
The more skilled a worker was, the higher their compensation. The site covers over acres and is comprised of
a series of pylons monumental gateways which taper towards the top to cornices , leading into courtyards,
halls, and smaller temples. As human society began to develop and flourish, its most prized possessions would
be its buildings and structures serving as billboards for civilizations - a trend that continues to this day.
Mesopotamians invented the arch and the vault. Temple construction, albeit on a modest level, had already
acquainted the Egyptians with stonework. The most famous temples are those of Karnak and Luxor, both in
Thebes, and that of Abu Simbel, in the south of the country. Khufu ruled 23 years according to the Turin
Royal Canon, which would mean that throughout his reign annually , blocks - daily about blocks or one every
two minutes of daylight - had to be quarried, transported, dressed, and put in place During this period the
pharaohs conquered lands in Nubia, to the south of Egypt. Mesopotamian literature was written very severely
harsh. No idol stands there.


